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Fig. S1. Example trial of force angle (black), velocity angle (red), potential (blue) and actual 

(green) collision angle over one walk stride in steady state (top panel), in acceleration (middle 

panel) and deceleration (bottom panel). Footfalls are indicated above the graph as a coloured bar 

during stance in the same colours as used in figure 5: red, right fore; blue, left fore; black, right 

hind and green, left hind. Weighted average force angle, velocity angle and collision angle is 

provided for this particular example. 
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Fig. S2. Example trial of force angle (black), velocity angle (red), potential (blue) and actual 

(green) collision angle over one trot stride in steady state (top panel), in acceleration (middle 

panel) and deceleration (bottom panel). Footfalls are indicated above the graph as a coloured bar 

during stance in the same colours as used in figure 5: red, right fore; blue, left fore; black, right 

hind and green, left hind. Weighted average force angle, velocity angle and collision angle is 

provided for this particular example.  
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Fig. S3. Example trial of force angle (black), velocity angle (red), potential (blue) and actual 

(green) collision angle over one canter stride in steady state (top panel), in acceleration (middle 

panel) and deceleration (bottom panel). Footfalls are indicated above the graph as a coloured bar 

during stance in the same colours as used in figure 5: red, right fore; blue, left fore; black, right 

hind and green, left hind. Weighted average force angle, velocity angle and collision angle is 

provided for this particular example. 
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